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It’s a match with the future,  
great acoustics and your comfort.

comfortBackeco

sustainable carpet  
tile backing
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SWIPE LEFT, 
SWIPE RIGHT.
Yes, it’s a match.

You want to improve wellbeing and acoustics within your space, 
while also keeping your floor covering in (re)use as long as possible? 
Then we have developed the perfect solution for you: comfortBackeco.

This innovative ‘all-in-one’ carpet tile backing combines the 
shock-absorbing and noise reducing properties of comfortBack 
with the ecological and circular benefits of ecoBack. 
Plus: it can be equipped on a vast range of our carpet tiles.

Meet 
comfortBackeco.
The best of  
both worlds.
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There’s no back-up for our planet. That’s why we create backings that  are as 
sustainable as can be. comfortBackeco consists of 62% recycled material 
and is absolutely free of PVC and bitumen. Furthermore, 
this backing weighs 27% less than comfortBack, reducing CO2 and  
particulate matter emissions and fuel consumption during transport.

At the end of their long life, comfortBackeco equipped carpet tiles 
can be disassembled and recycled into a new backing, thereby contributing 
to the circular economy. comfortBackeco is a Cradle to Cradle Gold 
Certified® acoustic carpet tile backing. Last but not least: carbon neutral 
status can also be secured through the modulyss CO2RE initiative. 

It’s a match 
with the future.

100% 
PVC- and bitumen-free

-18%
CO2 emissions
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+65%
sound absorption

+25%
impact noise reduction

Noise is a well-known disruptor of concentration and productivity 
and often a source of irritation too. comfortBackeco is equipped with 
a dense felt layer, that makes spaces quieter. A lot quieter: compared  
to ecoBack equipped carpet tiles, comfortBackeco provides an average 
improvement of 65% in sound absorption and an average improvement 
of 25% in absorbing noise from adjacent spaces, known as the impact 
noise rating. But why don’t you try and rate for yourself?

It’s a match 
with great 
acoustics.
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comfortBackeco increases underfoot comfort and improves wellbeing. 
The recycled polyester felt layer reduces muscle fatigue, ensures 
cushioning and makes sure your floor feels comfortable. It’s lightweight, 
yet dense enough to absorb and recover from footfall time and time 
again. A small step for us, a very comfortable one for you.

It’s a match 
with your 
comfort.

maximal 
underfoot comfort

minimal 
muscle pain

better 
wear resistance
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comfortBackeco

2. Glass scrim
for superior
dimensional
stability

comfortBackeco

3. Polyolefin-
based layer

4. A felt layer for 
enhanced 
acoustics, comfort 
and longevity

What you 
don’t see is 
what you get.
A carpet tile with comfortBackeco 
consists of 4 layers.
comfortBackeco can be equipped on a vast range of our tiles.
Contact your local modulyss sales representative for more information.

1. Pile material +
primary backing
+ precoat
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Let’s make comfortBackeco 
a match with you. 

modulyss
Zevensterrestraat 21
9240 Zele
Belgium

T +32 (0)52 80 80 80

info@modulyss.com
www.modulyss.com




